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The 1957 Alumnus
By Jack Adams, CFSP, MBIE

We were short
of a few supplies
but colleagues
from the next
town over shared
some of theirs
with us. I thought
this was special,
funeral homes
working together.

The Dodge Magazine

College basketball gets very exciting at the end
of the season when the tournaments are in full
swing. Fans vary from enthusiastic sports lovers
to loyal Monday morning quarterback types that
know all the names of the players, their shooting
percentages, and defensive performances during
their careers.
A funeral director and friend of mine gave
me a call regarding a case he had pending, with
a prominent family and well-known individual
in the community. He was also a good friend of
the son of the dying man and knew the whole
family. Their father, who in 1957 was a star college
basketball player, stood 6 feet 8 inches tall, and
weighed 240 pounds, was dying. The family

members were in agreement that there would be
a closed casket because of the disfiguring effects
of a cancer their father had been fighting for six
months. It was an aggressive form of cancer that
caused a severe weight loss and an appearance that
was not recognizable.
The funeral director wanted to touch base
to see if I might be able to help when the death
occurred because of his own belief in doing the
best he could, just in case they changed their mind
and someone wanted to say goodbye. I told him
that if I was in town, I would try to do what I could
to help.
About three weeks after that I received the
call that the gentleman had died. This father and
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the bulking was the key to this restoration and the
mouth was easy to adjust and to give a pleasant
expression.
Even though the facial tissue was bulked up
and no longer had the skin and bone appearance,
the eyes were still sunken. But the upper lids were
filled by the injection and restored to a natural
shape with the use of the cotton. This stretched
upper lid would make it possible to eventually
create a natural eyelid closure of 2/3 upper lid,
1/3 lower lid. The eyes hadn’t been closed for
several months which was obvious to see by the
unnatural appearance of the eyeball. It was easy
to see why the family at first didn’t want to have
the viewing.
The mouth had an appearance of someone
who might have had a stroke with one side lower
and wider than the other side. The corners were
also open and drying on the lower side. I placed
some Restorative packs on the inner canthi of the
eyes and some on the lips to condition the drying
tissue while filling a 30cc syringe with Regular
Feature Builder. I removed the mouth former,
which was a big part of the mouth distortion, and
disinfected the mouth.
We were short of a few supplies but colleagues
from the next town over shared some of theirs
with us. I thought this was special, funeral homes
working together instead of becoming enemies
or back stabbers. They realized they were in the
business to do their best for their clients and
sometimes they helped each other to make that
possible.
While I was waiting for the needed supplies
from our friendly neighbors, I worked on
separating the connective tissue beneath the
eyelids. I like to use a cotton swab saturated with
Dryene II (no Phenol) to quickly cauterize this
delicate tissue to insure against any leakage. This
material is so effective, it only takes a few minutes
to dry. You should always put some Kalon Massage
Cream on the face to protect the skin and prevent
bleaching. One can fill the emaciated area below
the orbit of the eyes and cheekbones, as well as
bring up the eye using Inr-Seel or cotton covered
with Kalip Stay Cream. This eye treatment can
restore swollen eyes, sunken eyes, or distortions
caused by disease or trauma. (Refer to my article,
“The Eyes Have It!” which ran in the Winter 2009
issue of the Dodge Magazine.)
I placed ribbons of Inr-Seel over the teeth
that were still present. Of course, I put an extra
amount under the mouth corners and sulci, as
well as the space below the now slightly formed,
bulked up folds. I put a small amount under any
area where the photo showed identity lines such
as the philtrum.
Using gentle but firm pressure, we formed the
nasolabial folds with an aneurysm hook. Once the
folds were formed to match the photo, the corners
of the mouth were gently pushed upward to give a
pleasant appearance and to remove the stroke-like

grandfather weighed about 260 pounds during
his healthy elderly years and now weighed about
155 pounds. His face was what we might describe
as skin and bones. The family said when he was
young he had caught professional scouts’ attention
but knee injuries kept him from any professional
basketball opportunities.
I talked to the embalmer who was not familiar
with bulking facial tissue for emaciated remains.
She described the distorted physical appearance of
this one-time large, healthy man. I asked her to
use some cotton covered with Kalip Stay Cream
and place it under the upper eyelids to form a
normal eyeball contour. This immediately forms
a more normal roundness to the top lid that
prevents dehydration and is a foundation for eye
treatment that allows for better final results. She
said the eyes were sunk close to 1 and 3/4 inches.
Over the years, I’ve had consistently positive
results in building up or bulking up tissue on
emaciated cases, especially on the extreme cases. I
asked her to use a restricted cervical injection for
the best control for injecting the head and distorted
face. I shared a restoration recipe guideline for
building bulk on the extreme emaciated case.
This head mix consisted of:
• 8 oz. Chromatech Tan
• 24 oz. Proflow
• 8 oz. Rectifiant
• 24 oz. Restorative
• 8 oz. tepid water
This solution makes approximately a half
gallon. She injected about a quart to each side
of the head, making sure it was enough to plump
but also preserve. An initial pulsating injection
using a three to five ounce rate of flow and 20
pounds of pressure is a safe way to begin. It’s best
to start with a low flow to prevent any abnormal
swelling such as an acute eye distension. Once you
reach 10 or 15 pulsations you have reached a safe
zone. Now, begin to raise the rate of flow slightly
and see if it can eventually take eight to twelve
ounces of flow. I always like to do the left side first
(practice side) when using restricted cervical. If
any swelling occurs, it is always because of using
too high a flow or injecting too much volume too
quickly.
It turned out that I couldn’t make it to the
funeral home for a few days. The visitation was
scheduled for the following day, closed casket or
not. The funeral director called the daughter and
asked for other photos and explained that I had
requested more photos to help us do our best. She
began to get hopeful for viewing and brought in
several good pictures, full of great character lines
and identity markings. Photos like these let you
quickly know how far away from recognizable you
are. My feelings upon first view of the remains
were mixed. There was good bulking but weaker
results with features and mouth closure. However,
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Using a diabetic
needle, I hypoed
Firming Feature
Builder with an
eye dropper of
dye mixed in. The
diabetic needle
is very accurate
and valuable for
touching up lips
and facial tissue.
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At the funeral,
one son made an
announcement
thanking the
funeral director
and his wife
for making it
possible that
their family could
have an open
casket viewing
and a traditional
service.

dry out those tissues. This will prevent a bleached
appearance and is desirable when using transparent
cosmetics.
I hypodermically injected the nose using
the 19 gauge needle, being careful to place the
needle into the nostril and just on top of the
nose between the bone and skin, pushing gently
toward the center of the eyes. The nose didn’t
need much treatment. Let the photos guide your
artistry and stop when restored. Remember the
family wanted a home run or nothing. This was the
challenge. We were not going for an improvement
in his appearance, we were trying to achieve the
good, healthy, pleasant image in the photo. I was
beginning to see the light at the end of this tunnel.
We injected the lips as well as the chin with
Firming Feature Builder because the tissue needed
to be better preserved. There were tell-tale marks
on the lips where medical tubing had been used
for feeding. This had also damaged some tissue that
did not accept an even diffusion of preservative.
This is common in cases where death is caused by a
debilitating disease. It is a good idea to use Webril
saturated with Penetrating Dryene in areas like
this. This will insure the lower part of the face is
well embalmed so the lips, chin, and mouth don’t
turn gray and remain soft or unembalmed because
of hemorrhages or damage to tissue.
This loved father was now much like the man
in the photo. Some final touches were necessary
on facial lines and sulci below the corners of the
mouth. These fine lines are common with the
elderly and without restoring all these contours
and lines there is always something missing. An
embalmer can reinstate all these lines using a
diabetic needle, an aneurysm hook, and using
digital pressure. After pressing the hook to the
adjacent raised tissue for a minute or so, these
lines and contours return. Once formed, you can
return an hour or two later and reinforce these
lines. Pretty soon they are back to stay. We felt
good about the lines and the mouth was his for
sure. This pleasant focal point is the key to all
viewings.
I received a message the day after the funeral
to call my friend. He told me that all went well
and that the entire family was pleased and were
unanimous about leaving the casket open for the
two days of services. At the funeral, one son made
an announcement thanking the funeral director
and his wife for making it possible that their family
could have an open casket viewing and a traditional
service. I’ve heard thank you and high praises but
I have never heard a thank you specifically for the
value of the open casket. They also said that some
of their father’s last words were to pray for his
team in the tournament. They asked all present to
remember his team in their prayers. It turned out
to be even better than the home run they were
hoping for. It was a Grand Slam home run.
I was proud of my friend and his wife and
honored to be asked to be a part of this good team.

expression. No matter what the condition of an
embalmed body, a well-formed mouth can allow
the family to view a peaceful, pleasant expression
that is easy to look at. Now the mouth was
beginning to resemble what was in the photo.
At this point, the face had some bulk and the
mouth was formed, but the protruding bones still
needed to be camouflaged by using Feature Builder
to take this abnormal protrusion away. This is
when communication and good photos can make a
big difference. The daughter wanted a viewing but
didn’t think it was possible. The bulking allowed
us a chance to bring back his actual, recognizable
appearance in the photos, including the identity
lines and markings. This is all but impossible using
just Feature Builder on “skin and bone” faces.
Adding Feature Builder into bulked up tissue that
already has foundational lines and markings allow
us to naturally restore emaciated facial features.
This is the only way to really restore, rather than
just improve, the skeletal face. Feature Builder on
an embalmed “skin and bone” looking face will
inflate the skin and act like a balloon, expanding
the face, but losing all natural lines and markings.
I like to use hidden entry points such as
the inner nostrils, the sideburns, hairlines, and
eyebrows for the hypodermic 18 gauge 6-inch-long
needle. This may seem like a long needle to some
but it allows the embalmer to reach further into
tissue using far fewer entry sites. It also delivers
more Feature Builder faster to save valuable time
on difficult cases. It is not a short cut, just good
time management. You can use a 19 gauge 3-inchlong needle when the lower emaciated point is
closer to the hairline or on the chin.
After the important nasolabials were formed
and the levels of the cheeks restored, I made
sure the fold was rounded and formed, trying to
duplicate the identifying facial marks in the photo.
I used the nose for needle entries to reach the
cheeks. Always cover the fold with an aneurysm
hook to insure no Feature Builder infiltrates this
important fold. It also helps form the natural,
rounded uplift and contour.
While touching up the face and digitally
smoothing the Feature Builder, I found sporadic
soft tissue. The tip of the nose and chin area were
a bit too soft compared to the majority of the
moderately firm facial tissue. Using a diabetic
needle, I hypoed Firming Feature Builder with an
eye dropper of dye mixed in. The diabetic needle
is very accurate and valuable for touching up lips
and facial tissue. The needle is so small it won’t

Jack is Dodge’s busiest embalming educator
and lecturer. Along with working for Dodge as
a sales representative in northern Illinois, he
is an Embalming Lab Instructor at Worsham
College.
Jack Adams, CFSP, MBIE
The Dodge Magazine
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Flight 232
By Rory McKeown

On July 19, 1989 United Airlines Flight 232
departed from Stapleton International Airport in
Denver, Colorado heading to O’Hare International
in Chicago with 296 passengers and crew aboard.
At approximately 3:15 pm, the plane’s rear jet
engine exploded, sending debris flying into its
rear hydraulic control lines, disabling the rear
stabilizers.
The closest airport was Sioux Gateway in
Sioux City, Iowa, so the captain and crew prepared
to make an emergency landing with no control
of either the rear hydraulic system or the landing
gear, which was also disabled due to the loss of
hydraulic control.
Difficulties in control made lining up with
the longest runway impossible but the plane was
able to line up with a shorter runway which,
unfortunately, had been closed the previous year.
On final impact, a wing was torn off and the aircraft
skidded sideways before rolling onto its back and
coming to a stop in a cornfield nearby.

Of the 296 persons on board, 111 souls
were lost that day, while miraculously 185 people
lived, with various degrees of injury, from severe,
to none at all. (Videos of the crash are readily
available on the internet, and after viewing them
once again while writing this article, it’s hard to
believe anybody escaped the tragedy.)
At that time, I was working at a funeral home
in the Chicago area, and we received a call from
the widow of one of the victims. Her late husband’s
body was going to be transported to us for final
arrangements once the investigation into the crash
was completed in Iowa.
The body was shipped in a casket provided by
one of the casket manufacturers at no charge to the
family. We were told that the body was unviewable
due to the extent of the injuries. The widow had
been given this same assessment of her husband’s
condition by either the Medical Examiner or the
funeral director in Iowa. Embalming for shipping
was done in Iowa and the deceased was placed into
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On ﬁnal impact, a
wing was torn off
and the aircraft
skidded sideways
before rolling
onto its back and
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Jack Adams often
points out that
we need to make
the mouth “his
mouth, not our
mouth.” Valuable
advice!

The Dodge Magazine

a heavy-duty pouch and casketed.
Upon receipt of the body, we opened the
casket and unzipped the disaster pouch. We had
received the autopsied body of a 32-year-old man
that appeared to be pretty well embalmed, but
to our dismay we found the body was extremely
disfigured.
The majority of the facial trauma wasn’t due to
the crash, but due to the complete removal of the
mandible by the forensic endodontist. There was
some minor burning on the left side of the face,
which was showing signs of severe dehydration.
You could still smell the jet fuel, which had also
created some chemical burns to the body, resulting
in bright red tissue on the left side of the face and
torso.
The removal of the mandible created an incision
from the outer edge of the line of closure of the
lips to the temporomandibular articulation. The
embalmer used a baseball suture for final closure
that was akin to the suture on an autopsy, creating
a heavy ripple in the facial tissue once fixation
took place. This also damaged any natural sulci and
altered the natural form of the lower cheeks. There
was no form to the chin of any kind, and the lips
were sutured across in the same manner.
Aside from the trauma caused by the
identification process, the body was in relatively
good condition. As we transferred the remains
from the disaster pouch, we came to realize that
in addition to the removal of the mandible, all the
fingertips were amputated at the first knuckle, also
presumably for positive fingerprint identification.
After a meeting with the owner and manager
of our firm, the decision was made to go ahead
and attempt to do whatever we could to restore
the body to a viewable, or at least identifiable,
condition.
First, we removed the baseball suture from the
face which held the lower jaw tissue that was once
attached to the mandible. The oral cavity had been
filled with granular autopsy compound and wasn’t
quite as firm as most embalmers would like. The
tissue inside the mouth and inner cheeks needed
additional treatment as they still looked quite
pink. We cleaned out the autopsy compound and
hypodermically injected the cheeks with an arterial
solution.
The edges of the incision were quite rough,
and still slightly oily from the adipose tissue in
the cheeks. When the sutures were removed, the
mouth had a large gaping look but provided us
with easy access to the inside of the mouth. With a
scalpel, we cut clean both edges of the incision on
each side of the face. We then placed a Webril pack
of Basic Dryene along the raw edges to cauterize
and fully preserve the tissue, as we knew we were
going to be doing a lot of waxing later.
Once we thought we had adequate
preservation of the tissue, we began to try to
come up with something to use for a mandible. We
wound up using a piece of a simple coat hanger.
We curled one end of the wire with needle nose
pliers to create a sort of condyle of the mandible,

then began measuring how long the angle of the
mandible should be, and then we bent the hanger
until the form appeared most natural.
We had no decent photo to go by, except a
black and white photo from the local newspaper
that had run a story about the local connection
to the crash, so we were sort of winging it, using
existing facial features to get our measurements for
distances that we were going to have to maintain
for this man to look natural.
Once we had bent the coat hanger wire to
where we thought it should end, we cut and
curled the opposite end, so it would fit into the
temporomandibular joint (TMJ). We got the wire
armature in place. At this point we stopped to check
the work we had done to this point. Everything
looked pretty good, so we mixed plaster of Paris
and wrapped the wire with Webril cotton soaked
in the plaster until we had what looked roughly like
a mandible.
When the mandible we made was dry, we
began to test fit it into the open area of the mouth.
Since the tissue was wide open from the edges of
the mouth to nearly the ears, we ran a ligature
through the upper and lower portions of the cheek
in two locations on each side, with long tag ends
hanging loose so we could tighten and loosen them
as we made adjustments. Once we thought we had
the dimensions where we wanted them, we tied
the ends of the mandible into place at each TMJ
using injector needles.
Things were starting to look promising at
that point, as we could see some normal structure
returning to the face each time we readjusted our
mandible. We continued wrapping cotton around
our form until we were at the point where things
looked fairly normal as far as width of the face, and
the mental eminence of the chin appeared to be in
line with the upper lip and maxilla.
Once the mandible was in place, our first
task was to try to remove the damage caused by
the baseball suture. The face was beginning to
firm and the Basic Dryene packs on the edges of
the raw tissue had done a good job of fixating and
cauterizing the tissue by that time. We began by
using digital pressure to try to remove some of
the misshapen tissue, which worked quite well.
The nasolabial folds were only slightly evident,
either from the misshaping of the tissue due to the
suturing, or possibly due to the fact that this was a
relatively young man with full facial features. As we
reconstructed the face, we needed to pay special
attention to his facial features, trying to keep them
as natural as possible.
We began the alignment of the mouth by
beginning the closure at the outer edges of the
lips and working back toward the TMJ with small
hidden stitches, trying to keep the uneven edges
as close to each other as possible. When the
suturing of the cheeks was finished we were able
to get a much better idea of the areas that still
needed our attention. We used Webril cotton and
Inr-Seel to fill the cheeks to where they looked
natural, and we used a mouth former to help
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recreate the natural bite expression.
Using the distance from the underside of the
nose to the line of the eyelids, we set the jawline
to give us the proper distance from the underside
of the nose to the bottom of the chin, and from
the line of closure of the eyes to the bottom of
the chin, in keeping with the distance from the
top of the head to the eyes. We had a good width
maintained on the lips, and now had to go about
attempting to make them look as natural as
possible. We were fortunate that from the upper
integumentary lip going superior there was no
damage to the facial structure, so we had good
references for measurements to use as guides for
the proper proportions we were going to need to
maintain to keep this individual looking not like
we thought he should look, but how he actually
looked. Jack Adams often points out that we need
to make the mouth “his mouth, not our mouth.”
Valuable advice!
Using the mouth former as a backing, we were
able to glue the lips and achieve a good even line
of closure. Having used a mouth former, we were
able to keep a natural curvature since the maxilla
was undisturbed, and this also helped maintain the
center line of the mouth. The lips showed damage
from the original suture so we used the highest
points of the tissue as a guide during gluing. The
result was that we needed a minimum amount of
wax to repair the damaged lips. Wound Filler was
used for the larger sunken areas and Lip Wax was
used as a final touch up.
To repair the damage done to the cheeks,
we also used Wound Filler. A small amount was
applied to the line of closure with a spatula and
then feathered into the surrounding area with a
gloved finger with Dry Wash II. Always start with a
small amount of wax, as more can easily be added,
but taking away what you may not need for a given
restoration leads to more time and more work.
Also, the less wax we need to cover, the better the
cosmetic result normally is, especially on an open
area like a cheek.
Once the wax was applied, we used a soft
cosmetic sponge to try to create some natural
texture in the long, waxed area. We were using a
paste cosmetic that was thinned with Dry Wash II
and applied the cosmetic to the waxed area with a
brush. What I would have given for an airbrush at
that time! Every third stroke with the brush and I
was either leaving obvious brush marks behind or
damaging the wax.
At this point, the facial features looked natural
so we set about the final touch up with Firming
Feature Builder to make the angle of the mandible
and the mental eminence a bit more pronounced,
as they still looked a little more rounded than we
thought they should be. This individual wasn’t a
person with chiseled features as far as we could
tell, but certainly not double chinned, so creating a
natural projection of the chin was important.
After a few attempts we finally finished
the cosmetics and turned our attention to the
amputated fingers. Each finger was wrapped with

Webril soaked with Basic Dryene and wrapped
in plastic. Once we were satisfied with the
cauterization we debated on how to best approach
the problem.
Several days had gone by since we first
received the body, and by this time the family was
aware we were trying to do our best to at least let
the widow see her deceased husband. They had
brought in clothes for dressing, and a few photos
to be placed on a memory board so now we had
good color photos to check our restoration against.
The funeral director asked the family to bring in
any personal items they’d like, and when we looked
through the items we were pleasantly surprised.
This man was a golfer, and the widow had brought
in a golf club and some other personal items to be
placed in the casket, along with…GLOVES!
When it came time to finish the hands we
sutured the ends of the fingers and applied a liberal
amount of Perma Seel to prevent any leakage. The
tips of the fingers in the gloves were filled with
a bit of cotton and put on the hands. The family
had decided on a short-sleeved golf shirt, but that
wasn’t a problem since the viewing side of this
man’s body was in normal condition, with the
minor burns only on the left, or non-viewing side.
We used Undercoat Opaque Cosmetic Spray on
both arms, and there was no issue with blending
since his hands were gloved.
On the day of the visitation the widow was
brought in for the first viewing, and her only critical
comment was that she thought her husband’s neck
looked a little swollen. I’ve always thought that
was probably due to not getting a proper firmness
and reducing the tissue of the neck under the jaw
line, and possibly not having more of a squared
jaw. That being said, I considered this a successful
restoration. The casket remained open for the
visitation and the funeral service the following day.
This man left for work on a business trip, and
on his return flight home tragedy struck this young
family. By making the decision to give it our best
try, and fortunately having several days to complete
the necessary restorative work, a young widow and
a three-year-old daughter, along with his parents
and in-laws and the rest of his family and friends
were given the opportunity to say goodbye.
Sometimes in our profession, with the long
hours, the negative working conditions, freezing
in the winter and baking in the summer, we may
wonder why the heck we do what we do. Then we
remember the cases where we were able to make
a difference in the lives of the living. This was
one for me.

What I would
have given for an
airbrush at that
time! Every third
stroke with the
brush and I was
either leaving
obvious brush
marks behind or
damaging the
wax.

Rory has been a licensed funeral director and
embalmer for over 30 years. Since 2013, Rory
has served as a sales representative with The
Dodge Company, covering Arizona, Colorado
and New Mexico. Rory spent much of his
funeral directing and embalming career in the
Chicago area.
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Everyday Causes of Embalming
Failure…Along with Discouragements

By Dennis Daulton

This profession
cannot be learned
overnight. If you
have entered it
because others
think you should,
then ﬁnd another
profession.

Omitting the
deceased from
the funeral is like
omitting the baby
from the baptism
or the bride and
groom from the
wedding.

The Dodge Magazine

In the 1991 March edition of the Dodge Magazine the
late Don Sawyer wrote an article with a similar title.
I’ve added “Along With Discouragements.” Don was
the Director of Embalming Education and a Dodge
representative in California and Utah. His son Mark
now covers that territory. Jack Adams, our representative in Illinois, assumed Don’s role presenting technical seminars and writing many technical articles for
this magazine.
As I reviewed Don’s article I realized not much
has changed. While alternating between handling
some of the technical calls in the office and covering
my sales territory in northeastern Massachusetts, I
hear many of the same challenges Don described in
his article. These can be overcome with a change in
one’s technique, along with, perhaps, looking at the
profession with a different perspective.
If you are just starting out, have patience with
yourself. This profession cannot be learned overnight.
If you have entered it because others think you should,
then find another profession. It’s that simple. Unless
funeral service and serving others is your true calling,
it will be just too hard to endure what lies ahead. If it is
your calling, then you will receive satisfaction that few
other professions offer. In addition, you will always be
able to put food on the table and pay your bills. There
are increasing opportunities for competent and caring
funeral professionals.
At Dodge we are contacted for technical
assistance by more folks than just our customers.
Many embalmers are desperate for help but reluctant
to confide in their colleagues. In the embalming room
you can use whatever company’s product you want to
use.We just want the final presentation to be a positive
experience for the family and friends so that the next
time they experience a death in the family they will
have the desire to see the deceased.
I don’t know how to say goodbye to a photograph
or an urn. Omitting the deceased from the funeral is
like omitting the baby from the baptism or the bride
and groom from the wedding. If viewing is desired by
the family, we need to do everything possible to get
the dead where they need to be. This is a place where
they can be seen and where death cannot be denied.

Here are several things we might consider:
• What’s the rush? I feel that clocks should be
removed from embalming rooms. Stay focused
and take as long as is required to do a thorough
and complete preparation. Do not compare the
time it takes to do your work with how quickly
someone else does theirs.
• The features must be set properly. On occasion
I have found myself taking longer to set the
features than actually doing the injection. The
oral cavity must be thoroughly disinfected,
otherwise bacteria can attack the inner surfaces
of the mouth causing a shriveling or wrinkling
and softening of the lips.
• Body positioning devices should always be used.
This allows for a cleaner operating area but, more
importantly, the entire weight of the body on the
table inhibits penetration to the back side where
it comes in contact with the table.
• Many complications arise from injecting a large
volume of a weak solution of injection chemicals.
Under the technical section on our webstore you
can read about recommended dilutions. Water is
the largest co-injection and it is also the biggest
culprit in under-embalmed cases. Water will not
preserve and disinfect a body. Consider using
a water conditioner such as Rectifiant along
with your arterial chemical and co-injections.
Rectifiant de-gasifies and de-mineralizes the
water, allowing better penetration into the tissue.
We will test your water at no charge. Ask your
Dodge rep about this service.
• Use no less than 32 ounces of a cavity chemical.
That is one bottle up (thoracic region) and one
bottle down (abdominal region). We all have
approximately 26 feet of intestines regardless of
our size. On large bodies, delayed embalming
cases, or ship-out cases, consider using more
than 32 ounces. You might consider reviewing
the article, “I Never Use Cavity Chemical” in the
April 2012 issue of this magazine.
• Thorough bathing of the deceased is critical.
Shave all bodies. Remove hair from the nose and
ears. Pack the nostrils with a piece of Webril
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saturated with Dry Wash II. This will repel any
flies that might enter the room and subsequently
the nostrils. If for some unfortunate reason
there might be flies already in there (body found
outside, in a barn or shed, etc.) this procedure
will kill the flies and any larvae. Also review the
article “Flies (Musca Domestica)” in our July
2012 issue.
• Fingernails should be trimmed and cleaned. On
any stains on the fingernails, such as tobacco
stains, which we seldom see anymore, take a pair
of sharp scissors and scrape across the top of the
nail. There is no need to purchase new scissors if
yours get dull. Put them in a vice and run a fine
file evenly across the top.
• Now about discouragement. All professions have
their own unique impediments and causes for
despair.They don’t last long if you are committed
to your profession. I recently saw a poster which
showed and quoted U.S. Marine Veteran Chris
Van Etten who had both his legs amputated at
his knees. “Things are going to get in your way,
but whatever you do never stop showing up.”
Oftentimes this is all it takes … just keep showing
up. I’ve seen some very good people leave the
funeral profession because of the difficulties
they experienced at their place of employment.
It is possible to outlast difficult people and toxic
situations in an unhealthy environment if you
keep showing up … with a smile. We must not

confuse a particular troublesome job with the
profession. Find another place to work or your
own place, where you will certainly flourish if
you have that deep desire to serve others as a
caring and competent funeral professional.
• Not only does the deceased need to be properly
and well embalmed, they need to have the
appearance of being well cared for. Otherwise
what is the sense of offering any of this? How well
the body is positioned in the casket is critical.
They must look comfortable. This takes practice,
but you can get there if you haven’t already.
There are many families who still want and need
to see their loved one. When they call us they expect
nothing less than perfection.
Most of us who have been doing this for any length
of time agree that there are few times if any, that we
have been 100% satisfied with our own results. But
we keep trying.This is the calling … taking care of the
dead because they can’t take care of themselves. And
we keep showing up to do just that.

Not only does the
deceased need to
be properly and
well embalmed,
they need to have
the appearance
of being well
cared for.

Dennis divides his time working in his Dodge
sales territory in northeastern Massachusetts,
and being in the office manning the technical
support line, along with helping out with
customer service.
Dennis Daulton
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THE EVOLUTION INJECTOR ™
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The Evolution Injector™ combines our Chemical Cavity Injector and Comfort Grip Trocar™ into one new
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Japanese Toxic Suicide
(Detergent Suicide)

By Marc-André Sauvé

Most funeral directors, depending on where they
live, whether it be in a big city or a small town,
will encounter one of the saddest and most heart
wrenching causes of death, suicide. The emotional
aspect attached to suicide is as upsetting as is the
method that a desperate person resorts to. One never
really knows or understands how a person chooses
their way out of this world.
Without getting into details that most of us
already well understand, some methods are quiet and
less traumatic, while other ways to quickly escape
this world are violent and devastating, creating
tremendous damage to the person’s body. There
is never an explanation that adequately articulates
the outcome and the way it makes everyone
involved feel.
The case I am writing about in this article is,
I believe, the first documented case of this type
of suicide in Canada, although, based on internet
research that any reader can look up, this “technique”
has been found to be the cause of suicidal death in
the United States. Japanese Toxic Suicide or, as it
is sometimes referred to, “Detergent Suicide,” uses
sulfur bath beads which are not available in Canada.
But they can be imported from other countries and
are readily available in Japan, apparently.
Sulfur bath beads? What use would anyone have

for such a product? It happens to be a therapeutic
type of mineral and this is why sulfur bath beads are
available to put into your bath water in Japan and
some other countries. Sulfur is present in certain
world renowned hot springs and soaking in this
type of natural water springing forth from the earth
is healing and therapeutic. At this writing, to the
best of my knowledge, sulfur bath beads are not
available in Canada, so in this case, must have been
acquired overseas.
Muriatic acid, the second ingredient, is
commonly available and is used to dissolve mineral
deposits like calcium in toilet bowls or other plumbing
fixtures, among other uses.
In this case, it was a weekday night when my cell
phone rang. It was a client of mine explaining her
situation and wondering if I could maybe help her. As
the manager of her funeral home, she took care of the
phone lines at night. That evening she took a call from
her local coroner. He explained the situation to her.
Answering a call to 911, the first responders were
told to attend a parked car where there appeared to
be someone dead inside. Upon arriving, they met this
rather macabre scene of a body, for sure, but with
rather unique circumstances, to say the least.
The police noticed that there were many
fingerprints on what looked like mist on the inside
of the car windows. The people who had called 911
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had not tried to open the door, but could see this
inert body inside. The police opened the driver’s side
door and immediately took a step backwards when
the strong smell of sulfur emanated from inside the
car. They quickly closed the door! The smell was
that of “rotten eggs.” They backed right off because
of how powerful the smell was, and called the fire
department onto the scene and secured the area,
taping it off. When the second attempt was made
to open the driver’s side door, they immediately
discovered that the person inside was holding two
containers of some kind of substance that looked
like powder.
This funeral director had the death certificate,
and written upon it was (in French), “Suicide
Japanese Toxic.” This technique apparently is more
prevalent in Japan and has been used in the past for
mass exterminations. This toxic cocktail is created
by mixing two domestic substances that create a gas
called “hydrogen sulfide” (H2S). It doesn’t take much
more than a weak inhalation of this colorless gas, and
it is fatal. Moreover, if the concentration is between
43% and 46% and a spark occurs, there could be a
serious “flash” or even an explosion.
Characteristics and signs of this kind of death:
• Green color around the eyes
• Cyanotic fingers
• Green color of the skin on top of the pharynx
• Burning of the lips and under the nose
• Burning of the skin on the neck
• Distended abdomen
The biggest questions that needed answering
were: Was it safe to embalm a body like this? Were
there any risks? What were the possible effects on the
embalmer? What was the safest method of disposition
in this situation?
This client had the instinct to call me, knowing
that behind my job is a significant number of
resources. Dodge would somehow have information
on this and be able to help. So it was my challenge to
as quickly as possible gather information to establish
a protocol and offer some options that would
hopefully help the family to say goodbye in the best
possible way.
Unfortunately, from the information I was
able to gather, embalming in the typical way was
not recommended because of the volatile reactions
between muriatic acid and formaldehyde. A serious
carcinogenic vapor could possibly occur. Attempting
to neutralize this highly acidic level of the body
with baking soda or sodium hydroxide was also
discouraged because the reaction can produce heat as
well as smoke and vapor. So it was very unpredictable
what could happen. This was chemistry at it’s most
interesting stage, reactions between certain elements.
Cremation, on the other hand, might also produce
toxic smoke that could be dangerous for workers in
the room or even for those outside the crematorium.
Marc-André is a licensed embalmer and
the Dodge Sales Representative in Quebec,
Canada.
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Alkaline hydrolysis is not recommended because it
will produce a salt that will damage equipment and
cause other unpredictable reactions. Quite frankly,
this was just a difficult situation, to say the least.
Was formaldehyde embalming the answer?
Formaldehyde-free embalming with Freedom Art and
Freedom Cav? These were all questions that we asked.
The information we had was inconclusive. I was
merely an adviser in the situation and I, truly, did
not have many answers. At the same time, I accepted
without hesitation the invitation of Saphie Francoeur
to participate in the procedures and the care of this
body. We had masks, charcoal cartridges, unionalls,
safety goggles, and nitrile gloves.
When handling the body, we never worked
more than three consecutive minutes in the room.
We would leave the room and take a break, and
return. We did this numerous times in an effort to
reduce any possible exposure to gases that we could
not see. We placed the body in a polyolefin body
pouch, and then placed it in a second pouch of the
same composition. We then placed the body into a
hermetically sealed anodized container, commonly
referred to as a “sealer,” or Ziegler-type case. Finally,
we applied silicone to the existing gasket so that there
was no doubt that this sealer would be infallible.
The family was encouraged to select, at the very
least, the most modest steel casket that had a seal.
Burial in the cemetery or entombment in a mausoleum
were the only choices, given that cremation was not
recommended. The body remained at the funeral
home for 72 hours and was checked to ensure that
there had been no contamination outside of the
sealed casket.
Because this was the very first death of this
nature, every precaution was taken and every
procedure followed, based on the information that
could be researched. This was done to ensure the
protection of everyone involved, and, of course, for
the protection of society around us. Undoubtedly,
as more research is done on this kind of chemical
suicide, there may be more options available, or
other procedures and injection methods achievable
to eliminate any unwanted chemical reactions.
The sad reality in this situation, because of the
risks associated with secondary exposures to toxic
gases, was that this family was unable to say goodbye
with a viewing. In our profession we have at our
fingertips a solution to virtually every embalming
challenge that we encounter. But this was too new
and too dangerous, and, as in other potentially
dangerous situations earlier on in their discovery
years, precautions must be extreme until more is
learned. Examples of this would be when the very
first HIV patients were dying, and the ongoing
fear embalmers still have regarding CJD and other
terminal diseases.
As time goes on, we will find methods and
techniques that create less worry and fear of becoming
sick or contaminated or worse, dying from caring for
the deceased. Serving families is our ultimate cause
and caring for the dead is our calling. This is what
we do.
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Freedom Cav: No gas buildup • No liquid buildup • No odors
Pleasant apple scent • Preservation that lasts
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What Do We
Tell the Children?
By Glenda Stansbury and Joe Primo
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October 2017. NFDA Convention. Boston. I was
sick. Congestion, cough, and no voice. Somehow,
with the amazing assistance of my co-trainer, Matt
Bailey, we made it through a three-day Celebrant
training. I have no idea what the 31 participants heard
from me, but we soldiered through. I still had to look
forward to standing in the Dodge/InSight Books
booth on the convention floor for three more days. I
was exhausted and done. Just let me fall into the hotel
room and die. Please.
My friend and colleague, George Kelder, CEO of
the New Jersey State Funeral Directors Association,
called and asked me to dinner. I tried to beg off.
I was sick. I had no voice. I was hoping for a quick
death. He said, “I have someone for you to meet.
Come anyway.” So, I went. George is very persuasive.
And I met Joe Primo.
Joe is the CEO of two children’s bereavement
centers in New Jersey, and just one of those people
that you are lucky to meet. In a crowded and loud
restaurant, with me croaking out what I could, we
clicked. I loved his approach to children and grief
and was so impressed with the programs and vision
that he has for helping families as they support their
kids. I found out that he had written a book giving
practical and specific guidance for children and the
funeral process titled What DoWe Tell the Children?. Of
course, I wanted that book to offer through InSight
Books. You can now order it through your Dodge
Representative. See what I did there?
He told me that he was working with the Funeral
Service Foundation putting together resources for
funeral directors to access specific to youth and
funerals. There is a video and an e-book available
at this link: http://www.funeralservicefoundation.org/
resources/youth-and-funerals/
November 2017. I was in New Jersey for a
Thanexus Board meeting, so Joe and I met again for
dinner. This time I had a voice. We talked for several
hours about how to provide information and validation

for funeral professionals who are often faced with the
question, “What about the children?” I said, “You must
write an article. This is where we start.”
And so he did. And I’m grateful that he did. I
think his expertise and wisdom will be most helpful
for all of us who have struggled with knowing exactly
how to guide families in these difficult areas.
So, meet my friend, Joe.
- Glenda
The newest member of my team recently
completed a two and a half year stint in Togo as a
Peace Corp volunteer. She got the job the second she
told me an African Proverb: “Anyone who doesn’t
believe in the power of one has never spent a night in
a tent with a mosquito.” There is a deep knowledge in
that proverb and this candidate knew it.
For anyone who hasn’t spent a night in a tent with
a mosquito, you should know that it will be ferocious
in the “meat locker” you pitched for it. Mosquitoes
don’t give up. They will find your flesh and consume
pieces of you throughout the night.You will lose your
mind trying to stop it. When you vacate your tent
in the morning, you’ll do so exhausted, puffy, and
knowing that one mosquito dominated your night
with power over you and your sensibilities.
We know that one person can have a great power
over the life of another. For some reason, our senses
are most attuned with those who do harm - through
abuse, neglect, terrorism, assault, harassment,
murder, and the like. When it comes to evil, we are
well aware that one person can do real damage. But
what about good? Why do we so easily overlook the
power of one person to do incredible good? And why
do we so seldom see that power in ourselves?
Research tells us that it only takes one person,
just one, to make a lasting impact on a grieving child.
Grieving children have some serious risk factors. The
Center for Disease Control, Harvard’s Center on
the Developing Child, and the Adverse Childhood
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Experience (ACEs) research all show that a grieving
child is at risk for obesity, heart disease, depression,
toxic stress, and lowered life expectancy as a result of
these and other risks. How many funeral homes, never
mind counselors, clergy, and teachers, understand the
correlation between resilience and funerals?
Resilience is a muscle that can be built. It does not
come preinstalled in kids and yet, even when they face
the most devastating of losses, we respond to them
like they’ll be fine if they appear to be “acting normal.”
But in order to build resilience, some key ingredients
need to be present. Even in 2018, when information
is so readily accessible, we still lack effective responses
to give to kids. A grieving child needs honesty, they
need to be included and empowered, they need their
feelings affirmed, and they need to know that they are
going to be supported throughout their grief. In other
words, they need to know they matter.
Now, depending on the nature of the loss, many
parents are in a grief fog and their ability to effectively
support their child is jeopardized, which they may or
may not themselves realize. Communication often
breaks down in the household because everyone is
hurting. Support systems fall apart rapidly, or over
time, considering the long duration of grief. There
are real problems brewing from the beginning. But
resilience can be built, and it starts with the funeral.
Funerals are human activities. They are not just
adult activities. A new video and resource kit featuring
kids has been made available to you from the Funeral
Service Foundation to emphasize this point.
Funerals, at their best, are the expression of

love, the sharing of stories and memories, a feeling
of rootedness and belonging within the community,
and an opportunity to be held. Most importantly, it’s
the expression of love. In order for a child to express
his or her love he or she needs the tools, resources,
and guidance necessary to turn feelings into words,
images, and movements.
You know that a great funeral is theater, and
everyone knows that theater is only as good as the
feelings and stories behind it, otherwise it’s just a
skit. If we leave kids on the sidelines, we’re not only
providing a mediocre funeral we’re doing a great
injustice to their wellbeing.

Children come
to your funeral
home. Engage
them. Get down
to their level and
be authentic.

We have to ask ourselves some serious questions:
• What adults are going to have a positive and
negative impact on these kids? (hint: it’s always
parents, family, teachers, and peers as chief
influences)
• What does this child need? (hint: honesty,
nurturing, safety, empowerment, inclusion,
choices, opportunities to express themselves)
• What is this child’s road map to resilience? (hint:
starts with a funeral that honors their needs)
• How can children be creatively included in
decision-making, the funeral/memorial, and the
burial/cremation? (hint: if you tell them what
they need to know they’ll likely you tell you what
they want)
• What is your role as the expert in meeting these
needs? (hint: there ain’t nothing passive about it)
continued on page 20

What Do We Tell the Children?
Talking to Kids about Death and Dying
By Joseph M. Primo

• Joe Primo is CEO of two children’s bereavement
centers in New Jersey
• A guide for professionals and family members
helping children who have experienced a loss
• Perfect for in-house staff training or community
outreach
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continued from page 17

Now, I am not a funeral director. I have attended
many funerals and I have helped plan funerals. As a
clergy person, I officiate funerals from time to time.
This does not make me qualified to say we need to
change course. However, I am the CEO of two
children’s bereavement centers in New Jersey, where
we provide free support to 500+ kids a month. It is
my job to carry these children and families into their
new life over several years. That, and all the stories I
regularly hear, is what makes me qualified to say we
can and must do this better and kids need your help.
At Good Grief, kids bury coffins in sandboxes
and explore questions about what it means to be
dead. They re-enact funerals and eulogize their
special person. They talk about traditions they do
around the grave and trips to favorite places to spread
cremated remains. Yes, the children I know break a
lot of laws when scattering cremated remains! And
I am not so secretly proud of them for doing so
because these are profoundly important rituals for their
resilience building.
When we have important work to do we need
helpers. Not just good intentioned or self-sacrificing
helpers, but informed and capable helpers. This is
where the power of one comes in—this is your call
to be a “mosquito.”
Children come to your funeral home. Engage
them. Get down to their level and be authentic.There
is no need or place for somber whispers or replicating
things they’ve seen on television. Show them your
true self. They are looking for adults who understand
their feelings and will listen, certainly that includes
you. And just as important, they are looking for an
adult to say, “I see you” and “Let’s make this special
for you.” And then, “How can we make this special
for you? What would you like to do to honor your
special person?”
The power of one, here, calls on us to take the
time and to meet the pain that is in front of us, no
matter its height or our ability to put words to feelings.
Your commitment to children is a commitment to
their resilience. If your work matters, then it must
matter to them. This is the next generation. This is
your future.

YOU MAY NOT KNOW
OF ITS MANY USES

Originally formulated for mortuary hairdressing,
Dry Wash II is a fast drying, de-greasing solvent
which easily removes massage cream, cleans
delicate skin surfaces and cosmetic brushes,
and thins oil-based cream cosmetics. Helps to
remove stains, too (just test it on a hidden
corner of the fabric, first!).

For Professional
Embalming Use Only

Dry Wash II
16 oz. Canister
Catalog No. 520072
Case of 6 (16 oz. Canisters)
Catalog No. 520015

Glenda Stansbury, CFSP, MALS is the Dean of
the InSight Institute of Funeral Celebrants, VP
of InSight Books, adjunct professor for UCO
Funeral Service Department and a practicing
Certified Funeral Celebrant. You can contact
her at celebrantgs@gmail.com
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Joe Primo is the CEO of Good Grief in
Morristown and Princeton, New Jersey. Joe
formerly worked as a hospice Chaplain at both
The Connecticut Hospice and The Hospice of
Southeastern Connecticut. He received his
Masters of Divinity fromYale University, where
he concentrated in end-of-life care. Primo is the
author of What DoWe Tell the Children?:Talking to
Kids About Death and Dying, Abingdon, 2013.

Enough is
Enough

By Dr. Earl A. Grollman

At a recent conference, someone approached me
and said, “Earl, it’s time to close my funeral home.
Enough is Enough!” We didn’t know each other well.
We had met years ago at a Dodge Seminar held in
Maui, Hawaii. We had sat together, talking for hours
about funeral service and football (the Patriots were
playing in the Super Bowl that evening). But why
was he confessing this to me? Years after our only
conversation? Perhaps because I was a safe listener
with whom he could share his deepest concerns
and anxieties.
His latest coup de grace was missing the birth
of his first granddaughter. “I didn’t have a choice,”
he said. “The deceased was a leading member of
my community.” He then explained, “I know I help
people in my work, but my family . . . I feel like
I have been MIA for years.” Working 60 hours a
week, he had missed ballet recitals, parent-teacher
conferences, soccer games, birthday parties –
important events in his family’s life. And he was
tired of being tired. Drained physically, mentally,
and spiritually. Tired of the occasional humiliations
like visiting a dear friend in the hospital only to hear
the familiar retort: “Looking for your next dead
body?” Or those who accuse funeral directors of
being “dirty” – saying funeral service is just a racket
designed to get as much money as they can from
those in deep grief.
Our discussions continued in the many months
that followed. Several themes emerged, cautions,
and possible suggestions:
Beware of the Messiah Trap. That is, the
belief that you, as the funeral director, can and
should fix everything. Be there for everyone and
anyone, whatever the time of day. Funeral directors
are human, too. Don’t be afraid to set limits, and to
delegate the work. No one is indispensable.

Establish Priorities. With proper planning,
funeral directors can eliminate some of the
unnecessary pressures. Determine what can wait and
what cannot, and take the time to wait when you
can. Figure out what you can reasonably accomplish
in the time limitations you have.
Home Working. Feeling fatigued because you
gave too much at the office? Consider having date
night with a friend or allowing each of your children
to choose his or her favorite activity some evening.
And when you are with your friends and family,
avoid checking emails, phone calls, thinking about
what’s waiting for you in your office.
Monitor Life’s Balance. Stress comes from
attempting to do too much to please others, paying
little attention on how to please yourself. An old
proverb says: “Imitate the sundial’s ways. Count
only the pleasant hours.”
Exercise and Eat Right. Eating properly helps
to improve one’s general health. Avoid too many
fast meals and sugary snacks. Don’t skip meals. Our
bodies need essential nutrients, especially when
we’re feeling stress. Exercise helps to reduce tension
by releasing endorphins, the body’s natural opiates,
important for combating depression.
Find a Support System. Funeral directors
are always there for the bereaved as they offer a
helping hand and guidance during a family’s most
difficult time. But funeral directors also need their
own supports, whether it’s a partner, a friend, or a
therapist. Emma Seppala of the Stanford Center for
Compassion and Altruism Research and Education,
writes, “Social connectedness generates a positive
feedback loop of social, emotional, and physical
well-being.” Talking to others not only helps people
view difficulties more clearly and objectively, it also
provides a time to laugh and enjoy life together, too.
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What’s so special
about making
gratitude lists?
Too often people
have negative
thought patterns,
focusing on
what’s wrong,
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Learn to Say NO. Funeral directors, like some
other professionals, feel that it is their responsibility
to be present for everything that takes place. After
all, if they want it done correctly, they must do
it themselves. (Amazing, if they are ill or away,
someone else picks up the slack and the walls don’t
come tumbling down.) Many funeral directors need
to learn about letting go and self-care, finding time
for themselves, whether it’s to meditate, exercise,
or go for coffee with a friend. Remember, self-care
is not selfish. Only when we care for ourselves and
our emotional, physical, and spiritual well-being can
we be there for others.
Creating a Ritual of Gratitude. Make a
daily practice of writing gratitude lists. You might
wonder, “What should I write?” “What is gratitude
Dr. Earl A. Grollman, a pioneer in crisis
management, is an acclaimed writer and
lecturer. In 2013, the Association for Death
Education and Counseling presented him
with its Lifetime Achievement Award, only
the fourth time in three decades. This award
honors “his national and international impact
on the improvement of death education, caring
for the dying person, and grief counseling.”
His books on coping with bereavement
have sold more than a million copies.
For further information, visit
www.beacon.org/grollman
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anyway?” Brother David Steindl-Rast says it’s really
very simple. It involves not racing through life, but
taking time to stop and really pay attention to the
world around us. Noticing the blessings of the here
and now.
When making a gratitude list, start simple.
Think about five things you’re grateful for. Maybe
it’s having a roof over your head, food on the table,
or knowing that your grandchildren are coming to
visit. Or it could be what you observe or notice that
day: feeling the sun on your face, playing “catch” with
your dog, or appreciating the pastrami sandwich that
you had for lunch.
What’s so special about making gratitude lists?
Too often people have negative thought patterns,
focusing on what’s wrong, what’s not working, and
how they could have or should have done better.
But focusing on gratitude can help change our mind
set, as we learn to focus on the positive and be open
to new possibilities. No wonder gratitude is often
associated with greater happiness.
So, you may be wondering what happened to the
funeral director who said, “Enough is enough.” Yes,
he is still in funeral service, but he has taken steps
to identify and manage stressors. He is also setting
limits so that there is now time for work and play.
Sure, being a funeral director is often challenging,
that comes with the territory. But by learning to take
care of himself, he is learning to enjoy funeral service
despite the occasional difficulties and challenges.

ADJUSTO BLOCKS

• Extra deep curvatures • Molded in resilient, impervious rubber • Non-skid texture
• Small size works well for infants • Medium size works well for adolescents
• Medium size can also be used as an arm positioning device

Large
Cat. No. 910224
5 3/4” W x 5” D x 4 1/4”H

Medium
Cat. No. 910234
5” W x 4 1/4” D x 3 1/2”H

Small
Cat. No. 910244
4 1/2” W x 3 3/4” D x 3 1/8” H
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THE POWER OF
ACTION EMBALMING POWDER
YOU CAN RELY ON

Action embalming powder preserves, deodorizes, and creates firmness.
Assured performance on burned, traumatized, and decomposed tissue beyond arterial injection.
Action is your best choice for treating areas of putrefaction, bed sores, ulcerations etc.
Try it on edematous limbs, inside pouches, caskets, grave vaults, crypts, and mausoleums.
And don’t forget to try Action for autopsied viscera.

For Professional
Embalming Use Only

14.5 Oz. Jar
Catalog No.: 536099
25 lb. Pail
Catalog No.: 536100
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DODGE TECHNICAL SEMINAR

Visit
our Dodge
Seminars tab at

shop.dodgeco.com
for details and
registration
info

Las Vegas, NV
November 8 & 9, 2018
Flamingo Hotel & Casino

DODGE
DODGETECHNICAL
TE C H N I C AL SSEMINAR
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LasVegas,
Vegas,NV
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November88&
& 9, 2018 | Las
THURSDAY
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Jack Adams

Jack Adams

10:00am

Embalming Obese Bodies - A Growing
Problem!

Turning Challenges into
Opportunities

10:15am -

Rory McKeown

11:15am

Dehydration and Emaciation

11:30am -

Jacquie Taylor

12:30pm

The Opioid Epidemic and Funeral Service

Troubleshooting - Problems &
Treatments

12:30pm -

LUNCH For Registered Seminar
Attendees

DONE For The Day - Enjoy The
Afternoon!

TIME
9:00am -

1:30pm

Tom Buist
An A-Z Look at Organ Procurement
& Donation
Group Q & A

Duane Hedrick & Tom Buist

1:30pm 2:30pm

Almost Everything You Ever Wanted to
Know About Mortuary Cosmetic
Application, Part 1
Duane Hedrick & Tom Buist

2:45pm 3:45pm
4:00pm 5:00pm

Almost Everything You Ever Wanted to
Know About Mortuary Cosmetic
Application, Part 2
Jacquie Taylor
Color Theory & Discolorations

CEUs: Continuing education credits for licensed funeral directors will be available, pending individual
state/province approvals. Due to high-fee filing requirements, we no longer apply for credits from 9LUJLQLD
We’ll be applying for a total of 9 credits - 6 for Thursday & 3 for Friday.
The Dodge Institute For Advanced Mortuary Studies
9 Progress Road Billerica, MA 01821
TEL (800) 443-6343 / (978) 600-2099 - SECURE FAX (978) 600-2336
seminars@dodgeco.com ~ www.dodgeco.com ~ shop.dodgeco.com

Mr. Campbell
added
beautifully
designed ofﬁces
where funeral
arrangements
could be made
in comfort and
private, and he
even introduced
a newfangled
notion that he
called a “casket
selection room”

From The Genius of
Frank E. Campbell
By Todd Van Beck

going to the undertaker’s facility to hold the wake
instead of being subjected to the monumental task
and hard work of getting everything arranged at
the home or apartment for a funeral. New Yorkers
quickly discovered that the “new” idea of using
Frank E. Campbell’s facility for everything was
much easier, and everyone agreed that the Frank
E. Campbell facility was ten times nicer than the
average New Yorker’s private abode.
Frank E. Campbell installed the first
embalming/preparation room/care center in
New York, and within two years the number of
home embalmings had dropped significantly.
Mr. Campbell added beautifully designed
offices where funeral arrangements could be made
in comfort and private, and he even introduced a
newfangled notion that he called a “casket selection
room” where the public could actually see, touch,
and examine the actual casket they would be using
for their decedent, instead of catalogs.
In 1900, New York City had hundreds of
“undertakers” but not one of them had seen anything
like the funeral facility and level of funeral service
excellence that was being developed rapidly by
Frank E. Campbell. Frank E. Campbell would be
at this 23rd St. location for seventeen years.

Editor’s note:We are pleased to publish this section from
Todd Van Beck’s most recent book, The Genius of Frank
E. Campbell. Frank E. Campbell may well be the most
famous funeral director ever, and Todd’s book tells the
fascinating story of his life and times. This excerpt is
about the period of his career just after his split with his
former partner, the Rev. Stephen Merritt.
In 1900, West 23rd was one of the major
thoroughfares in New York City. The location was
perfect for launching Frank E. Campbell’s vision
for innovative and creative funeral service, and he
lost no time in putting his ideas into action. Frank
E. Campbell never looked back.
For his entire career Mr. Campbell had a gift
for interior decorating, and with this talent in hand
he started redecorating the West 23rd St. property
in earnest. He filled the building with live palm
trees, with priceless works of art, and hung
monumental tapestries throughout the building.
Frank E. Campbell introduced the then new
concept of offering “slumber rooms” for the public
to view the dead. Now not a viewing at a private
New York home or apartment, but now right in
the premises of Frank E. Campbell.
New Yorkers were intrigued by the idea of
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We’re almost positive that you know about
Christmas in July, but wonder whether you know about
Wreaths in August, specifically the 2018
SUMMER WREATHS across AMERICA Project?
The Summer project will be very similar to the December event, the one difference is that we
will not be able to place in excess of 244,000 wreaths on the graves of our Nation’s heroes as
we do in December. We will, however, hold true to the overall mission of Wreaths across
America, to Remember, Honor and Teach.
We’ll start the tour on Friday with a choice of a visit to either the United States Port
Mortuary at the Charles C. Carson Center at Dover Air Force Base OR Fort McHenry
which was inspiration for “The Star-Spangled Banner” as well as the United States
Naval Academy.
Our second day will be a visit to Arlington National Cemetery for the Dodge Summer
Wreath Laying Ceremony, a tour of the city, and the Caisson Stables.
And if you haven’t had enough, Saturday we’ll visit the Capitol Visitors Center and the
National Archives.
For additional information on this event, please contact
Sally Belanger at sbelanger@dodgeco.com or 207-841-6330

The Academy of Professional Funeral Service has approved the
program for 7.25 hours of continuing ed contact. We will be
applying to individual state boards for con ed accreditation as well.

CO ME WIT H A M I S S I ON. . . L EAV E W I TH A M EM ORY!
TOUR
F U N E R A L SE RV IC E

A U G U S T 2 3 -2 5 , 2 0 1 8
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The Blessing Urns feature a decorative band around the lid and
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And this was just the beginning.
Not only did Frank E. Campbell possess a
skill in interior design and decorating, he was a
natural at promotional and advertising creativity
and innovation. Here is an example.
Prior to Frank E. Campbell, few newspapers
in the city ran paid death notices. Newspapers ran
full length obituaries, but these obituaries almost
never contained information about the location,
time, and schedule of the actual funeral. The
newspapers had concluded that the general public
didn’t need this information. Most newspapers
at the time reasoned that old-fashioned word of
mouth had always been the way that deaths had
been announced in New York neighborhoods. The
newspapers always depended on the gossip trail to
spread the word when and where a funeral would
take place. The newspapers also felt strongly
that only certain important and famous people
deserved to have an obituary printed, and the
newspaper editors would determine who was
important and famous.
Frank E. Campbell changed this practice.
With great delicacy and political acumen,
Frank E. Campbell approached the editorial staffs
of the major New York City newspapers and made
the proposal that the newspaper actually sell paid
death notice space. These “paid death notices”
would give a brief sketch of the deceased but
would focus and place emphasis on the time and
location of the funeral.
Frank E. Campbell judiciously told the
newspaper editors that this “paid death notice”
service should be open to everyone who was
willing to pay the newspaper, and not just the rich
and famous who the newspaper editors declared
deserved a printed obituary. The newspapers also
would determine just how much the charge would
be for these “paid death notices.”
Most every New York newspaper took to
the idea, and over time Frank E. Campbell’s idea
changed the way most every newspaper across the
entire country handled paid death notices.
Frank E. Campbell also initiated the new idea
that the funeral home would never close. At Frank
E. Campbell’s the front door on 23rd Street was
opened 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. Anybody
could walk in at any time and receive instant
attention.
Over the next seventeen years, the number
of bereaved families that were being served by
Frank E. Campbell increased over eight times
from what Rev. Merritt had been serving out of
the same location. By 1917 Frank E. Campbell was
conducting over 1000 funerals per year.
Reprinted with permission of the author.
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Todd is the Director of Continuing Education at
John A. Gupton College in Nashville,Tennessee.
Todd’s latest book, The Genius of Frank E.
Campbell, CreateSpace Independent Publishing
Platform, 2018 is available on Amazon.
Register Book
832300
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HARDWOOD URNS FROM DODGE
These solid species hardwood urns exude warmth, elegance and tradition.
Handcrafted in the U.S., each urn is finished with either a satin stain or gloss finish.
All of the urns are sized appropriately for placement in a standard-size niche or burial.
·
·
·
·

Dimensions: 6 ¼” H x 9” W x 7 ¼” D
Capacity 210 cu. in.
Urn opens from bottom and includes plastic bag and tie.
Personalization is available for an additional charge.

Oak with
Gloss Finish
Catalog No.: 950310

Walnut with Natural
Rosewood Finish
Catalog No.: 950300

Cherry with Natural
Cherry Finish
Catalog No.: 950305

Mahogany with
Gloss Finish
Catalog No.: 950315
© 2018 THE DODGE COMPANY

1944 award from the United States Treasury Department
which recognized De-Ce-Co Magazine for its “patriotic
cooperation” during WWII.

Certiﬁcate for “Superior Quality” from the 1942
National Council of Industrial Editors Association

Great Summer Reading

What is now
the Dodge
Magazine began
publication in
1921 as Climbing
the Ladder
“a miniature
magazine
published every
once-in-a-while.”

By Jacquie Taylor, PhD

Around this time each year, in anticipation of
upcoming vacation trips, we are all engulfed with
offerings of books that promise to be “great summer
reading.” Whether it’s fiction, non-fiction, or just
plain trashy “romance novels,” an overwhelming
array begs our indulgence. Even if we do most of
our reading electronically now, there is something
about summer that draws us back to a good-old
paperback to tuck into our beach bag or backpack.
In stores, we see people loading up on overpriced magazines that target our casual interests
– cooking, decorating, golf, and motor sports to
name but a few. I am guessing that even the most

avid fan of the Dodge Magazine doesn’t think to
take it along when setting out for a relaxing week
or two away. But that was not always the case. A
look at early versions of this publication quickly
reveal that it was a “must read” for not only funeral
service practitioners but for many lay people as
well. One fascinating example is in the June 1928
“vacation issue” where a letter and autographed
photograph are proudly displayed because they
came from Constance Talmadge (1898-1973) who
was an early 20th century film star.
What is now the Dodge Magazine began
publication in 1921 as Climbing the Ladder “a
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I had been
privileged to
observe “the
Dodge boys”
in action
when I was in
school at the
San Francisco
College of
Mortuary
Science.
Whenever I read
the magazine,
I felt somehow
as if I “knew”
the god-like Dick
Sanders and
Don Sawyer
because I had
once seen them
in person.

was trying to navigate the rapidly evolving skill.
But the magazine was also chock full of stories
and advice about how to navigate life itself, with
particular attention paid to the importance of
honesty, integrity, and fair dealing with our fellow
human beings. There were often long editorials
that conveyed stories about particularly admirable
individuals. But Sharpe and the Dodges did not
shy away from printing anecdotes about behavior
that they found deplorable. For example, in the
January 1928 edition, a full page was devoted to a
day-by-day list of how to have a successful month.
The entry for January 25 reads: “Cut no man’s
throat with your whisperings and the night will
close on a more perfect day.” And for January 28th,
they offered “some morticians go strong on titles,
forgetting that it is what you are, not what people
call you, that counts.”
I doubt very many people at all realize that
when their magazine arrives that they are looking
at an award-winning periodical. In keeping with
their self-deprecating philosophy, that fact would
never come from the Dodges themselves. So it
fell to their resident historian to find the award
certificate for “Superior Quality” from the 1942
National Council of Industrial Editors Association
and the 1944 award from the United States Treasury
Department which recognized De-Ce-Co Magazine
for its “patriotic cooperation” during WWII. This
is just some of the proof of the significance of this
periodical.
In 1973, De-Ce-Co Magazine became the Dodge
Magazine and while it has been smaller in volume
since, the same blend of sound technical and
business advice combined with folksy yarns and
motivational nuggets has continued. I remember
vividly back in the mid-1970s looking forward
to the arrival of the Dodge Magazine at the funeral
home where I apprenticed. I had been privileged
to observe “the Dodge boys” in action when I was
in school at the San Francisco College of Mortuary
Science. Dodge would come there regularly
to conduct product field testing and technical
demonstrations. Whenever I read the magazine,
I felt somehow as if I “knew” the god-like Dick
Sanders and Don Sawyer because I had once seen
them in person. I hung on their every word!
One theme that threads throughout every
edition of Dodge publications is the authentic
desire to not just maintain high business standards
but to elevate ethical conduct, and to win not
just customers and sales but to cultivate lifelong
friendships. In the June 1928 edition of De-Ce-Co
Magazine, the “Pyramid Twins” said, “above the
making of money we have set the esteem of our
customer friends and service [to those who rely on
us]. In pursuing these ends, we have found great
happiness, numberless friendships, and sufficient
prosperity.” In 44 years of close scrutiny, I can attest
that this philosophy has stood the test of time and
is as important to the Dodge family today as it was
125 years ago when the founder first articulated it.

Climbing the Ladder circa 1921

miniature magazine published every once-in-awhile.” It was an earnest effort by Walter J. and
George B. Dodge, sons of the company’s founder,
to provide “a bit of news and educational writings.”
An important founding principle was that each
reader was a “co-editor” and all were exhorted to
send in “anything that you feel should be printed
and distributed for the welfare of us all.”
Publishing a magazine is no easy feat, and it is
apparent that before long, the “Pyramid Twins” – as
the brothers were nicknamed because of the brand
of their chemical line – realized that the demands of
running a manufacturing and distribution company
that was growing “by leaps and bounds” prohibited
them from continuing to give the magazine the
attention it deserved. So in 1927, they hired
R. Lee Sharpe, who had a stellar reputation as a
writer and publisher in the mainstream media.
His recent stints had been at the Southern Funeral
Director and Progressive Mortician. The name was
changed to De-Ce-Co Magazine (an abbreviation of
“Dodge Chemical Company”) and Sharpe set out
to make it “a journal of Information and Inspiration
representative of the great profession we serve.”
By his own words, he really “got” the philosophy
of the Dodge brothers and it is apparent from the
published responses that Sharpe and the Dodges
more than accomplished their objective.
Without a doubt, the technical articles were
enormously helpful to the nascent embalmer who
Dr. Jacquie Taylor is the Special Projects
Coordinator at The Dodge Company and a
consultant in the areas of management and
leadership. She is a veteran funeral service
practitioner and educator.
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The Piper
By Jerome Burke

The mournful shriek of the bagpipes is the keynote of this
personal anecdote from the recollections of Jerry Burke.
But further, it is a haunting tale of courage and pride and
loyalty and the spirit of the clan.
It was about three o’clock of an August
afternoon that Mary Garvey, my Girl Friday,
announced a Mr. McGhie. The visitor was a tall,
lean, frosty-haired man dressed in a well-cut dark
suit. He had few wrinkles, but those he had were
deep, and his small blue eyes were the eyes of a
banker or shrewd merchant. I had a feeling I’d hate
to owe him money.
“You have the body of Laurence McKim here,”
he told, rather than asked me.
“Yes, sir,” I answered. Old Laurence McKim
had died alone and unattended the night before, and
so was a “coroner’s case.” We had no city mortuary
in those days, and the task of providing temporary
shelter for coroner’s cases was parceled out to the
city’s responsible funeral directors on a fee-case
basis.
“Have financial arrangements been made for
the funeral?” he asked.
“No, sir. It will probably be a county case – ”
“It will not,” he told me abruptly. “Laurence McKim
was a Scotsman, a member of Scottish regiment
with an honorable record. He is to be buried in
the uniform he wore with distinction, in the best
casket you have. I represent the Friendly Sons of St.
Andrew, and we’ll defray all expenses.” He drew
a well-worn wallet from his pocket and extracted
two hundred-dollar bills. “These are on account,”
he told me. “Send the bill for the balance to me.
Everything’s to be of the best. You understand?” I
nodded, and he left without further word.
* * *
The police department sent the old man’s
effects over. There was a mothball-scented

Highlander’s uniform, and a little, unimpressive
bronze Maltese cross hung on a red ribbon. It was
stamped with the design of a crown surmounted
by a lion, with the words FOR VALOUR beneath
it. I’d never seen its like before, but recognized it
from descriptions I’d heard. The Victoria Cross,
highest award for bravery within the gift of the
British Crown. No wonder Mr. McGhie had said
Laurence McKim’s record was “honorable.”
The old, camphor-scented uniform was
beautiful. A scarlet jacket piped with white, a kilt
and plaid of contrasting light and dark red squares,
crisscrossed with lines of pale, golden yellow, with
stockings and tie-garters to match, and a sporran
of black-and-white fur. When we’d arranged the
plaid, we pinned the little bronze cross on the
left breast of the scarlet blouse. Somehow, as he
lay in his sturdy oak casket, the old man seemed
to have more than the traditional dignity of death.
Generations of warriors who had never turned their
backs on foemen seemed embodied in the single
frail, kilted body lying there. He was not just an
individual, he was part and parcel of a race which
had wrung livelihood from stony, inhospitable hills
and snatched victory from overwhelming odds on a
thousand battlefields.
There was not a vacant seat in the chapel when
services were held, and I thought as I took a quick
look at the silent, almost expectant congregation:
“They might all be members of the same family.”
The Reverend Angus McLeod of the First
Presbyterian Church officiated with the quiet,
almost stern dignity that characterized him. But you
could feel an air of triumph in the chapel. When the
minister read from St. Paul’s First Epistle to the
Corinthians, “O death, where is thy sting? O grave,
where is thy victory?” it was a challenge, a defiance,
a formal notice served on the Grim Reaper that the
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Up the aisle
marched a ﬁgure
seemingly a
giant. Six feet
tall and more
he was, with a
towering black
bearskin hat set
on his head, and
a great bagpipe
clutched beneath
his left elbow.

Scots may be defeated, but if they are they go down
fighting. And then –
The last Amen had been said, and I was
about to step forward to make the customary
announcement when from the chapel doorway
sounded three long, sustained droning notes. I
looked up in astonishment, but not a member of the
congregation blinked an eye or turned a head. Then
up the aisle marched a figure seemingly a giant. Six
feet tall and more he was, with a towering black
bearskin hat set on his head, and a great bagpipe
clutched beneath his left elbow while his right
fingered the pipes. His jacket was bright scarlet
piped with gold, and across his shoulder draped a
blue and dark-green plaid shot through with lines
of yellow. The kilt was of the same pattern, but
the stockings were in diamond designs of two tones
of red. I knew I’d never heard the tune the bagpipe
played, but somehow it seemed familiar. It spoke
to me; it told of bloody fields, of the men who
followed Robert the Bruce; of Lucknow, where the
skirling pipers led a regiment of slashing, bayonetthrusting Highlanders through ten thousand Sepoy

Jerome is an old funeral director who has
told his tales to numerous generations of
Dodge Magazine readers.
Jerome Burke
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rebels to relieve the beleaguered garrison; it told
of peaceful upland pastureland, of shaggy cattle
driven home at nightfall, of small thatched cottages
with windows yellow with candlelight. “Scots wha
hae wi’ Wallace bled” – aye, and fought and bled
clear round the orbit of the sun, but never accepted
defeat.
Three times the piper circled the casket then,
kilt and sporran swaying, marched from the chapel.
And not a head turned to watch him go.
* * *
“PS-S-ST! Mr. Burke, can you step here a
moment, please?” Jim Brady whispered from the
chapel door. I frowned as I turned to him “What
in the – ”
“It’s Mary. Mary Garvey. She’s fainted.” Mary
lay in a heap on the foyer floor, just by the entrance.
I picked her up and carried her to the office, then
held a vial of smelling salts to her nostrils. “Mr.
Burke, oh, Mr. Burke,” she whispered as her lids
came fluttering up. “Did you see him – it – that
piper?” “Of course, alannah,” I told her. “Everybody
did. It was a sort o’ good-bye to a brave man – ”
“Oh, no, ’twas more than that, sir,” she told
me. “Twas more like a welcome home, I’m after
thinking.”
“How d’ye mean, child?”
“I was standing by the front door when he – it –
went out,” she whispered as she hid her face against
my sleeve. “I saw him cross the front porch. There’s
bright sunshine out here – but he cast no shadow!”

Kit includes:
Directions for use,
Analysis Request Form,
and Envelope

CHOOSE YOUR COLOR
The Chromatechs are Plasdoform-based arterials with a unique dye system
and added humectant. Choose Tan for darker complexions, Pink for fair complexions,
or Regular for a general flesh tone.
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